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ABSTRACT 

The main objective of the paper is to propose security policies and mechanisms for mobile phones that 
fulfil the user expectations ensure the data privacy for mobile users. The main reason of mobile  phone growing 
ratio will be increased in recent years due to improved memory, processor and optimize the size of mobile devices. 
Nowadays smart phone usage will be increased because of the reason is optimized size, functionality 
enhancement, capable of host many useful and attractive applications. However, this vast amount of mobile 
platform usage makes these smart devices a soft target for security attacks and privacy breach. This paper 
examines the various types of mobile operating systems and its security threats. In this paper comparison of 
Smartphones like Android, Blackberry, Apple iOS, Symbian, Window Mobile, BADA, PALM OS (Garnet OS), 
Open WebOs, Maemo and Meego based on the specific evaluation criterions used for assessing the security level. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

A working framework will be introduced for each PC. Customary working frameworks are WindowsOS, 
macOS, UNIX, and Linux. These customary working frameworks will be kept running on PC. That PC might be 
PC or versatile.In any case, this refinement is getting to be obscured as the capacities of tablets start to look like 
those of PCs. Versatile working frameworks are those that are planned particularly to control mobile phones, 
tablets, and wearables, the mobile phones we take with us wherever we go. The best prominent portable working 
frameworks are Android and iOS, yet others incorporate BlackBerry OS, webOS, and watchOS.  
 
A.Task of Mobile Operating System  
 
You regularly observe a screen of symbols or tiles when you first start up a mobile phone. Working framework 
will be set that symbols here. The gadget wouldn't begin Without an OS versatile working framework is an 
arrangement of information and projects that keeps running on a mobile phone. It deals with the equipment and 
makes it feasible for mobile phones, tablets, and wearables to run applications.  
 
Versatile interactive media capacities, portable and web network, the touch screen, Bluetooth availability, GPS 
route, cameras, discourse acknowledgment, and more in a mobile phone these all are overseen by portable OS. 
Among gadgets most working frameworks are not exchanged. In the event that you have an Android iOS 
telephone, you can't stack the Apple OS on it and the other way around.  
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B.Upgrades to a Mobile Device  
 
Significance of updating a mobile phone or other mobile phone is relies upon redesigning its working framework. 
Utilizing ordinary updates are serves to the gadget's capacities enhancement and to close security vulnerabilities. 
It is a decent method for keep all our mobile phones will be moved up to the most present form of their working 
frameworks.  
 
Our paper is organized as follows: Section II demonstrates various Mobile OS available in market. Section III 
demonstrates Security mechanisms for mobiles. Section IV demonstrates Security Problems of Various Operating 
Systems and section V includes Conclusion. 
 

II.VARIOUS MOBILE OPERATING SYSTEM AVAILABLE IN MARKET 

A large number of them individuals are adequate information about different cell phones and their 
associations, however a not very many of them know something about working frameworks. It is extremely basic 
for find out about various sorts of portable OS utilized by numerous organizations with the goal that you can 
realize that what will be showed up in posterior of our cell phone's smoothness and vivid touchscreen.  

A.Symbian OS:  

Symbian OS is authoritatively the property of Nokia. It implies that some other organization should take 
authorization from Nokia before utilizing this working framework Java Symbian was the most utilized in the cell 
phones till two or three years prior when Nokia has remained a goliath in the low-end versatile market. So after 
Still Symbian is generally utilized in low-end telephones however the interest rate has been diminished 
persistently. Overhauled form of Symbian versatile OS, Nokia will capacity to run cell phones successfully. 
Symbian ANNA and BELLE are the two most recent updates that are as of now utilized in Nokia's cell phones. 
In general, the Symbian OS is magnificently planned and is exceptionally easy to understand. Sadly, Symbian OS 
diagram is going downwards these days because of the colossal prevalence of Android and iOS. A portion of the 
telephones right now running on Symbian OS are Nokia C6-01, Nokia 603, Nokia 700, Nokia 808 Pure View, 
Nokia E6 (ANNA) and Nokia 701 (BELLE). Symbian is a famous decision among Nokia double sim cell phones 
too. 

 

 

B.Android OS:  

The principal Android OS 'Astro' was discharged in September twentieth, 2008 by google. At some point 
after next redesigned variants 'Drinking spree' and 'Cupcake' were discharged. Google after here and there 
embraced the pattern of naming Android forms after any pastry or a sweet in sequential order arrange. Alternate 
discharges are Éclair, Donut, Froyo, Honeycomb, Gingerbread, Ice Cream Sandwich and Jelly Bean.is so far the 
Latest Android variant from Google is Marshmallow (Android 6.0). Since the stage isn't shut like iOS, engineers 
will be constructed such a large number of incredible Android applications. After advance is into the cell phone 
and tablets showcase Android increased gigantic fame because of its better sagacity and working productive. 
Amid Android's prosperity numerous new highlights were presented which assumed a noteworthy job. Official 
application showcase is Google Play that contains more than crore of various applications for Android gadgets. 
Top makers are including Samsung, HTC, Motorola and many utilizing Android in their gadgets. At present one 
of the best working frameworks is, Android .It is viewed as an unsafe danger for iPhone. Cell phones working on 
Android are HTC Desire, Samsung Galaxy Gio, Motorola Droid Razr, Samsung Galaxy S3 and HTC Wildfire. 
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C.Apple Ios: 

iOS was presented in 29th June 2007 when the main iPhone was produced. From that point forward iOS 
has been under gone numerous overhauls and at present the most recent one is the iOS 9. Apple has still not 
enabled some other producer to lay hands on its working framework. In contrast to Android, Apple has more 
focused on the execution alongside appearance. This is the reason that the fundamental appearance of iOS is 
nearly the equivalent as it was in 2007. Generally speaking it is exceptionally easy to understand and is one of the 
portable best working frameworks on the planet. So far iOS has been utilized in all iPhones, iPod and iPad. 

 

D.Blackberry OS: 

Blackberry OS is the property of RIM (Research In Motion) and was first discharged in 1999. Edge has 
built up this working framework for its Blackberry line of cell phones. Blackberry is vastly different from other 
working frameworks. The interface style, and the Smartphone configuration, is likewise unique having a trackball 
for proceeding onward the menu and a qwerty console. Like Apple, Blackberry OS is a nearby source OS and 
isn't accessible for some other producer. As of now, the most recent arrival of this working framework is 
Blackberry OS 7.1which was presented in May 2011 and is utilized in Blackberry Bold 9930. It is an extremely 
solid OS and is insusceptible to all the infections.A portion of the cell phones working on Blackberry OS are 
Blackberry Bold, Blackberry Curve, Blackberry Torch and Blackberry 8520. 

 

 

E.Windows OS: 

Every one of you will be acquainted with Windows OS since it is utilized in PCs everywhere throughout 
the world. Windows OS has likewise been utilized in cell phones, however ordinary cell phone clients discover it 
somewhat hard to work it and yet it was exceptionally mainstream among individuals who were utilized to it. This 
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was the situation until the point that Nokia and Microsoft held hands to cooperate. The most recent Windows 
discharge by Microsoft is known as Windows 7 which has increased huge prevalence among all sort of clients. 
With its bright and easy to understand interface, it has given Windows OS another life and is as of now sought 
after everywhere throughout the world. Another explanation for its prosperity is that this most recent OS is utilized 
in ground-breaking gadgets made by Nokia. The PC like look has completely vanished from the windows 
telephones with the arrival of Windows 7. Samsung and HTC additionally discharged a few Windows-based 
telephones, however they couldn't numerous spots in the market. Nokia Lumia arrangement is totally windows 
based. The absolute most recent Windows Phones are Nokia Lumia 800,  

Nokia Lumia 900, Samsung Focus and HTC Titan 2. 

 

F.BADA:  
      Like others, Samsung likewise possesses a working framework that is known as BADA. It is intended for mid-
range and top of the line cell phones. Bada is a peaceful easy to use and proficient working framework, much like 
Android, yet sadly Samsung did not utilize Bada on a substantial scale for obscure reasons. The most recent variant 
Bada 2.0.5 was discharged on March fifteenth, 2012. There are just three telephones that are working on Bada. 
These three cell phones are Samsung Wave, Samsung Wave 2 and Samsung Wave 3. I trust that Bada would have 
made significantly more noteworthy progress if Samsung had advanced it legitimately. Read out how you can 
utilize Picasa on Bada mobiles. 

 

G.Palm OS (Garnet OS): 

             Palm OS was produced by Palm Inc in 1996 particularly for PDAs (Personal Digital Assistance). Palm 
OS was intended to take a shot at touchscreen GUI. A few Years after the fact it was redesigned and could bolster 
cell phones. Shockingly, it couldn't make a blemish available and right now isn't being utilized in any of the most 
recent best gadgets. It has been 5 and half years since we saw the most recent refresh of Palm OS in 2007. Palm 
OS was utilized by numerous organizations including Lenovo, Legend Group, Janam, Kyocera and IBM. 
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H.Open WebOS: 

Open WebOS otherwise called Hp WebOS or just WebOS which was created by Palm Inc. yet after a 
few years it turned into the property of Hewlett-Packard. WebOS was propelled in 2009 and was utilized in various 
cell phones and tablets.Hp advanced WebOS at an abnormal state by utilizing it in top of the line cell phones and 
tablets. The most recent gadget chipping away at WebOS was the Hp Touch Pad. With the presentation of Android 
in the market offers of Hp WebOS, based tablets got less. Finally Hp declared to end WebOS-based gadgets, 
however the current clients were guaranteed that they will get ordinary updates of the working framework. 

 

I.Maemo: 

Nokia and Maemo Community held hands to create a working framework for cell phones and web tablets, 
known as Maemo. Like different gadgets, the UI of Maemo additionally included a menu from which the client 
can go to any area. Like the present Android the home screen is separated into numerous areas that indicate 
Internet Search bar, diverse alternate route symbols, RSS Feed and other such things. Later in 2010 at the MWC 
(Mobile World Congress) it was uncovered that now Maemo venture will be converged with Mobile to make a 
crisp working framework known as  MeeGo. 

 

J.MeeGo : 

MeeGo was known as a versatile stage, yet it was intended to run numerous electronic gadgets including 
handhelds, in-auto gadgets, TVs, and net books. Every one of the gadgets on which MeeGo can have a similar 
center however the UI is completely unique as per the gadget. In 2010, Moorestown Tablet PC was presented at 
COMPUTEX Taipei, which was additionally a MeeGo controlled device. Most of you will have heard the name 
Nokia N9, however you won't know about the way that this expansive offering gadget is working on MeeGo. 
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III.SECURITY MECHANISM FOR MOBILES: 

Security is critical component of processing either in PCs or mobiles. Smooth usefulness of the open 
source working framework, nature ought to be skilled to keep away from noxious assault and give assurance to 
keep these vindictive assault in solid route with no information spillage [1]. At first, when registering frameworks 
were essentially comprehended by a couple of specialists, malware advancement was a trial of one's specialized 
ability and learning. For instance, the PC Internet worm known as Creeper shown provoking messages, however 
the danger chance was impressively low. In any case, as time advanced from the 1980s, the drive to make malware 
turned out to be not so much recreational but rather more benefit driven as programmers effectively looked for 
delicate, individual, and endeavor data. Malware advancement is presently more lucrative and being supported by 
malware creating devices. In 2013 a report demonstrated that aggressors can acquire up to 12,000 USD every 
month by means of portable malware [Register 2013].  

This, to some degree, brought about PC malware tests surpassing millions [Dirro 2011], a long time before cell 
phones had even taken off; starting at 2009, less than 1,000 portable malware tests were known [Dirro 2011].Since 
2009, be that as it may, the ascent of versatile malware has been touchy, with new advancements giving new 
passages to productive abuses [McAfee 2013, 2014].Moreover, an expansion in bootleg trades (i.e., markets to 
offer stolen data, framework vulnerabilities, malware source code, malware creating instruments) has given more 
motivator to benefit driven malware [InformationWeek 2014]. Despite the fact that scientists may get and adjust 
customary PC examination arrangements, the fundamental standards of versatile security contrast because of 
intrinsically extraordinary registering frameworks. Moreover, in spite of upgrades to their figuring force and 
abilities, cell phones still have generally restricted assets (e.g., battery control), which restrains on-gadget 
analysis[3].  

The cell phone developing proportion will be expanded lately because of enhanced memory, processor and 
upgrade the extent of cell phones and their profoundly created highlights (3G or 4G, WiFi, Bluetooth, Wired to 
PC) [2]. 

 

 

Figure 1: The growth of smartphones and tablets [2] 

This will help altogether add to spread the malware in Mobile Phones. This product as Commwarrior, Flexisp, 
Cabir and Inqtana utilize the concealed working and spread in systems unbound remote frameworks vulnerabilities 
[2].  

 
Today ,the conceivable dangers that working framework need to ensure against have been expanded still 
further[4].  

 
• Miniaturisation has implied that the physical robbery of little scale gadgets, for example, cell 
phones/tablets (now containing conceivably huge amounts of delicate information or as access tokens for on 
the web and physical administrations) needs to moderated.  
 
• Increased accessibility of remote systems has expected gadgets to be 'constantly associated' to an 
assortment of open systems and different gadgets, hence expanding the quantity of sorts and potential system 
assaults against the stage.  
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• Operating frameworks (from various associations) are progressively conveyed onto shared open 
calculation and capacity assets in cloud server farms, which carries with it worries about ensuring the 
information and accessibility of these administrations from assaults against the arranged working frameworks 
and its facilitating stage.  
 
• Increasingly, profoundly proficient and propelled dangers from governments and composed wrongdoing 
have turned into a worry of numerous associations. With working frameworks creating alleviations (close by 
other security controls) for cutting edge malware and the potential block attempt of correspondences among 
stages and cloud server farms. 
 

IV.SECURITY PROBLEMS OF VARIOUS OPERATING SYSTEMS 
 

A.Symbian Operating System  
 

Symbian OS was liable to an assortment of infections, the best known about which is Cabir. Generally 
these send themselves from telephone to telephone by Bluetooth. Infection called itself 'Caribe'. It was composed 
for the Symbian working framework, and spread through Bluetooth. Kaspersky Lab grouped the infection as 
Worm.SymbOS.Cabir. Multi month after Cabir showed up, antivirus organizations were startled by another 
mechanical advancement: Virus.WinCE.Duts. It possesses a twofold place of respect in infection accumulations 
- the main known infection for the Windows CE (Windows Mobile) stage, and furthermore the principal record 
infector for cell phones. Duts contaminates executable documents in the gadget's root index, however before doing 
this, demands authorization from the client. Multi month after Duts was conceived, Backdoor.WinCE.Brador 
shown up. As its name appears, this program was the principal indirect access for versatile stages. The malignant 
program opens a port on the injured individual gadget, opening the PDA or cell phone to access by a remote 
pernicious client. Brador trusts that the remote client will build up an association with the traded off device.With 
Brador, the action of probably the most experienced in the field of versatile security - the creators of verification 
of idea infections, who utilize drastically new procedures in their infections - comes nearly to a halt. 
Trojan.SymbOS.Mosquit, which showed up not long after Brador, was introduced as Mosquitos, an authentic 
diversion for Symbian, however the code of the amusement had been changed. The changed adaptation of the 
amusement sends SMS messages to phone numbers coded into the body of the program. Therefore, it is named a 
Trojan as it sends messages without the information or assent of the client - clear Trojan conduct. In November 
2004, following a multi month break, another Symbian Trojan was put on some web gatherings devoted to 
mobiles.Trojan.SymbOS.Skuller, which seemed, by all accounts, to be a program offering new backdrop and 
symbols for Symbian was a SIS record - installer for Symbian stage. Propelling and introducing this program on 
the framework prompted the standard application symbols (AIF documents) being supplanted by a solitary 
symbol, a skull and crossbones. In the meantime, the program would overwrite the first applications which would 
stop to function.Trojan.SymbOS.Skuller shown two disagreeable things about Symbian engineering to the world. 
Initially, framework applications can be overwritten. Besides, Symbian needs dependability when given ruined or 
non-standard framework records - and there are no checks intended to make up for this 'helplessness'.  

 
 

B.Android Operating System  
 
1.Permission Escalation Attack  
 
It enables a vindictive application to work together with different applications to get to basic assets without asking 
for relating authorizations explicitly[6].  
 
2.Collision Attack :  
 
Android bolsters shared client ID .It is a system wherein at least two application share a similar client id with the 
goal that they can get to the consents which are conceded to one another. For instance. On the off chance that 
application A has consents to READ_CONTACTS, READ_PHONE_STATUS and B has authorizations to 
READ_MESSAGES, LOCATION_ACCESS, if both the applications utilize a similar client id 
SHAREDUSERID, at that point it is workable for application A to utilize the authorizations allowed to itself and 
the consents conceded to B. Additionally, it is workable for application B to utilize the consents conceded to itself 
and the authorizations allowed to A. Each Android application has special ID that is its bundle name. Android 
underpins shared User ID. It is a trait in AndroidManifest.xml record. On the off chance that this quality alloted 
with a similar incentive in at least two applications and if a similar testament signs these applications. They can 
get to consents conceded to one another.  
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Impact assault has been named coordinate crash assault and roundabout impact assault. An immediate crash 
assault is wherein application imparts specifically. In Indirect impact assault application imparts by means of 
outsider application or part.  
 
3.Time of Check and Time of Use Attack  
 
The fundamental purpose behind TOCTOU Attack is naming impact. No naming guideline or imperative is 
connected to another authorization assertion. In addition, consents in Android are spoken to as strings, and any 
two authorizations with a similar name string are treated as comparable regardless of whether they have a place 
with independent applications.  
 
4.Spyware:  
 
Spyware is a kind of malware. It is an .apk document which is downloaded consequently when the client visits 
malignant site and applications introduced from obscure sources. In Android, other than google play store, it is 
conceivable to introduce the applications from obscure sources. Spyware is one of the fundamental purposes 
behind real security dangers in Android working framework.  
 
C.Apple IOS Operating System  
 
As to we talk about three noteworthy imperfections like Masque Attack, XcodeGhost, wireLuker, and Spyware. 
[6].  
 
1.Masque Attack :  
 
It was a defect in a few adaptations of iOS. FireEye, a cybersecurity organization, could find this defect. In this 
assault, clients of iOS 7.1.1, 7.1.2, 8.0, 8.1 and 8.1.1 beta, and on jailbroken and non-jailbroken gadgets were 
tricked to download and introduce applications that have been misleadingly made with a similar package identifier 
as a current authentic application which is accessible in application store.  
 
2. Xcode Ghost  
 
Xcode is programming which used to create applications for iPhones and iPads. XcodeGhost is a malware which 
taint Xcode by sitting in foundation of authentic applications and mines them for information like an imperceptible 
individual undermining an exam. At the point when the client dispatches applications, XcodeGhost begins picking 
data with respect to name of contaminated application, the application package identifier, the gadget name, and 
so forth.  
 
3.WireLurker  
 
It is classified "WireLurker" on the grounds that it screens any iOS gadget associated with USB with a tainted OS 
X PC/PC and introduces downloaded outsider applications. It is the primary known malware that can contaminate 
introduced iOS applications like a customary infection. WireLurker displays complex code structure, various 
segment forms and record stowing away.  
 
D. Blackberry Operating System  
 
The Blackberry is a working framework kept up by Research In Motion Inc (RIM). The present adaptation of the 
OS is 6. Documentation about the OS points of interest isn't given by RIM. Anyway RIM gives, through the 
Blackberry programming advancement unit, the related documentation, devices, APIs and emulator that are 
essential for application improvement. The stage of security display constrained limitations to outsider 
applications attempting to get to which is ensured APIs of the OS by requesting the application which is marked 
with a cryptographic key given by RIM.In request to procure a legitimate RIM marking key match an engineer 
needs to pay a little sum. Anyway this procedure gives just poor wellspring of source and code trustworthiness 
and does not offer any confirmation about the legitimacy and the security level of the outsider application [5].  
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E. Window Operating System  
 
Window portable is an OS Smartphone which is created and kept up by Microsoft. The security model of windows 
versatile relies upon the operational strategy of the gadget for controlling what application one permitted to be 
executed on the device[41] what usefulness of the OS is perusing accessibility to the application, how the client 
or application utilize particular gadget selfing and how work area applications associate with the Smartphone for 
their operational dependable. The operational strategy on a window versatile Smartphone is it is possible that one-
level access or two-level access .  
 
A gadget with one level access approach operational just controls, on the off chance that one application keeps 
running on the gadget or not without looking at authoritatively if the application is utilizing delicate API. This 
International Journal of Computer Applications (0975 – 8887) Volume 86 – No 9, January 2014 choice relies 
upon whether the applications establishment bundle document is effectively marked with an endorsement that 
exist in the gadget's declaration store if the application is marked with a known authentication then the application 
keeps running in preferred standpoint mode with the capacity to call any API, get to and adjust anything in the 
gadget record framework and vault yet on the off chance that the application is unsigned or marked with an obscure 
testament later on strategy checks occur for the choice of utilization execution. For this situation, security 
approaches setting characterize whether the client is prepared to give her authorization for the application to run. 
It must be illuminated that if the client allows the execution, at that point the application keep running in preferred 
standpoint. This demonstrate an obscure and unsigned application keeps up full access to the gadget.  
 
As per the absence of security arrangement of windows versatile, gives feeble security insurance as: (an) it permits 
the execution of unsigned applications or endure hurt with an obscure testament, and (b) for this situation the 
client is grants to approve the execution of the application. Henceforth the absence of the security arrangements 
in both access levels. Unsigned and obscure code is executed with the client's endorsement either in typical mode 
or profitable mode. Also albeit one-level access does not give solid security. It is the default gets to tie-in a few 
gadgets it ought to be settled that the wellbeing model licenses versatile administrators to make post . 

V.CONCLUSION 
 

Cell phone gadgets are multi-reason convenient gadgets encasing a huge measure of outsider applications that 
increase the gadget's usefulness. This basic survey examine has given an understanding that all Smartphone stages 
would not prevent normal engineers from utilizing them as protection assault vectors, collecting information from 
the gadget without the client's learning and assent. It additionally demonstrated the effortlessness of malware 
application advancement by normal software engineers that approach the official devices and programming 
libraries given by Smartphone stages. A silver slug arrangement against comparable assault situations isn't 
accessible. A portion of the conceivable advances that can diminish the likelihood of being assaulted is 
"counteractive action is superior to fix". Be that as it may, the accompanying advances can be a conceivable way-
out to decrease/evade a potential malware flare-up in cell phones:  
 
a) User mindfulness, i.e. advising client about security and protection hazards in Smartphone stages; and  
 
b) Providing secure application dissemination in Smartphone stages.  
The degree for future research in this space is in its early stages organize. This basic audit is only a 'tip of a chunk 
of ice'. Be that as it may, the contextual analysis can be rehashed with more designer properties mulled over and 
for investigating greater security characteristics too. 
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